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Surfaces

Surfaces were generated in CARIS HIPS by UTM zone and region. The UTM zone was noted at the end of
the filename, with zone 3 data further subdivided by region, as follows:

_Z3N = north part of UTM zone 3 data (Pt. Hope and north)
_Z3W = west or middle part of UTM zone 3 data (Norton Sound vicinity)
_Z3S = south part of UTM zone 3 data (Nunivak Island to Kuskokwim Bay)
_Z4 = UTM zone 4 data (west of Point Barrow)
_Z5 = UTM zone 5 data (east of Point Barrow)
_Z6 = UTM zone 6 data (north of Prudhoe Bay)
_Z7 = UTM zone 7 data (east Arctic near the Canadian border)

Note that no datum name was placed in the filename for surfaces because datum shifts were generally not
applied.

Surfaces were generated in CARIS HIPS as "Uncertainty" type. 16 m and 4 m resolution surfaces were
created, where applicable. S44 Order 2 was selected as the closest applicable S44 order for all surfaces.

Surfaces were "finalized" in HIPS, with depth cutoff applied (40 to 100 for 16 m surfaces, 0 to 40 for 4 m
surfaces) and final uncertainty selected as the greater of either uncertainty or standard deviation. Designated
soundings were not applicable and were not applied during finalization. Finalized surfaces have _Final in
their filename.

The original surfaces (non-finalized) are also included.

NOTE: Depth cutoffs were applied to the 16 m surfaces per the HSSD requirements for reconnaissance
surveys. However it is recommended that 16 m surfaces be used for all purposes even in depths less than 40
m because the 4 m surfaces exhibit more motion-induced noise which is smoothed to a significant degree in
the 16 m surfaces. A 16 m surface is provided for this reason for Z3W (Norton Sound vicinity) data as well
despite depths too shallow to require a 16 m surface.

G.   Vertical and Horizontal Control

The vertical datum for this project is Mean Lower Low Water. The vertical control method used was .

The following National Water Level Observation Network (NWLON) stations served as datum control for
this survey:

Station Name Station ID

Unalakleet 9468333
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No vertical control was used nor were shifts to any datum applied. An exception is lines collected on JD274
- JD285 with SDs 1037 and 1068 in eastern Norton Sound, which were reduced to MLLW using zoned tides
based off of Unalakleet. See the Data Acquisition and Processing section for more information.

The horizontal datum for this project is North American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83). The projection used for
this project is Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 3.

Horizontal control was accomplished through GNSS positioning utilizing WAAS corrections in WGS84.
All CARIS HIPS projects and products are NAD83(2011) in the appropriate UTM Zone, ranging from zone
3N to 7N. As noted earlier in this report a small amount of data was collected in 2N but included in the 3N
project.

H.   Additional Results

Chart Comparisons

Since the project area spans a wide geographic range, chart comparisons were divided into subareas that
correspond to the UTM zone, CARIS project, and surface(s) that were applicable to that area.

Shoal-biased soundings were generated from the surfaces and overlaid on the applicable ENCs and examined
in CARIS HIPS for general agreement and any significant discrepancies. In areas where larger scale ENCs
overlap smaller scale ENCs only the larger scale ENC was examined.

These are discussed in the following sections.

NOTE: Virtually all large scale 40,000 charts from Pt. Hope to east of Point Barrow were intersected by
this survey. All ENCs were downloaded and included in chart comparisons, with editions current as of
2/26/2021, but were not listed in XML DR due to a PrinttoPDF issue when listing large numbers of charts.
Instead the individual large scale charts are itemized under each applicable comparison in the following
sections.

East Arctic / Canadian Border - UTM Zone 7

This comparison included the sounding data collected in UTM zone 7 near the Canadian Border in HIPS
project D00271_SB_Z7. Whaling exclusion zones prevented survey through most of the area, and much of
the area traversed was too deep for sounding collection, but a small amount of data was acquired in depths
less than 100 m near the border.

ENC US1AK90M overlaps the survey data in this area. Only one ENC sounding of 53 m is encompassed
by the survey data. The sounding agrees to within 1 m of nearby survey soundings. Charted sounding data is
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